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Hi all, 

 

Loco maintenance:-  
There has been much discussion on how to get your locos to run smoothly. I run a digital computer 

controlled layout which requires well maintained locos to ensure consistent running. Over the years I 

have tried many different lubricants and have settled on Hob-E-Lube HL654 Lite Oil and HL657 White 

Grease with Teflon marketed by Woodland Scenics, SR24 from Hans Weiss, Labelle 134 Teflon Powder 

and Electrolube PL-64X from Peco Lectrics 

 

For each loco in my fleet I dismantle the armature from the loco, polish the commutator with 1200 grit 

wet & dry paper when required and lubricate each end with (HL 657) a white grease with teflon. I use the 

(HL 654) Lite oil to lubricate all gears and wheel axels. The brush housing is kept clean between brush 

changes and the brushes never wear down below 60% of the original brush length. New locos always get 

lubricated as above before running them.  If I have to clean any excess oil from the loco I use SR24 

Modellbahnol by Hans Weiss a great track and wheel cleaner as well. I use Electrolube where ever I need 

to improve electrical contact ie. Collector shoe springs, centre rail contacts. Labelle 134 Teflon powder is 

used on the gears to improve free running. 

Rolling stock maintenance:- 
 All rolling stock which has a needle bearing is lubricated with (HL 657) white grease with teflon. I have 

started to use this  instead of oil as I have less oil build up on the wheels and track  which gives me more 

reliable track contact for both power  distribution and clean track contacts.  The older type of wheel 

bearing are oiled using Lite oil (HL 654)  This oil is slightly sticky and doesn't migrate to the wheels then 

 to the track which helps to keep down track cleaning to a minimum.  All wheels are cleaned by soaking 

in SR24 then wiped clean and dry. Any oil build up on the track is easily removed by wiping a cloth 

soaked with SR24, then wiped dry with another cloth.  All new rolling stock is lubricated before use! 

 

Enjoy maintaining your trains to give you years of trouble free running. 


